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Prefac

The publication of this introductory volume of Richard McKeon's essaysis the first step in an enterprisethat will afford accessto the work
of a great scholar,teacher,and philosopher, and in so doing, will pay
uibute to a remarkableman whose careerspannedthe greater part of
the twentieth cenflrry. Richard McKeon was bom on 26 April 1900, in
Union Hill, New Jersey.After a brief stint in the Navy during the first
world war, he returned to graduate work at C,olumbia University in
1919, studying with Frederick J. E. Woodbridge and John Dewey.He
earnedan M.A. in philosophy lrl-1920, then wrote a Ph.D. dissertation
on Spinoza.
ln 1922 McKeon left for Paris to study with the great teachersof
the day,Brunschvicq, Robin, and Gilson, retuming to teachat Crlumbia in 1925. During the decadefollowing he establishedmedievalphilosophy, long consideredessentidly theology, as a serious part of the
philosophy curriculum. In f935 Robert Maynard Hutchins persuaded
him to come to the University of Chicago to participate in its great
experimentin education, and McKeon taught there until his retirement
l.r:'1974.
Behind these brief biographical details lie extraordinary contributions to the intellecnral lives of severalgenerationsof studens, to philosophy, and to international relations. Richard McKeon believedthat
"philosophy is not only a form of knowledge; it is also an expressionof
cultures . . . a preliminary study of the relations of cultures as expressionsof values,divergent in form but possiblyidentical with eachother
in fundamental character, . . . [mey] reproduce, when drey are stated
formally, differenceson which philosophers have been engaged ever
since Socratesbrought philosophy down from the skies."*
"A Philosopher Meditates on Discovery," n Moncnts of Pmonal Dismoery,ed,
R. M. Maclver (New York: JewishTheological Seminary,L952),132.
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This concem with the clashesof cultures seelnsto have beena major
force in the development of his ideas.After World War II, he servedas
adviser to the United StatesDelegations at the first three sessionsof
UNESCO, in L946,1947, and 1948. In the first essayof the presen
volume he discussesthese activities in some detail. It was UNESCO
that gave birth to the Intemational Institute of Philosophy of which
McKeon was one of the founding members,and in which he wasactive
for the rest of his life.
As a teacherRichard McKeon wasunforgettable. Studying with him
was often frusrating and difficult-he presentedno doctrine a student
could masteronce and ficr all; moreover, he demandedthat the student
learn to recognizr and to formulate a genuine philosophic problem,
one mark of which was that it could not be resolved simply by interpreting what others had said. The student who persistedwaswilling to
tolerate ambiguity, to explore and to believe that exploration valuable
even if certainty remained elusive.
For to study with him was alwaysexciting, an adventure in ideas;
and on a one-to-one basishe had an extraordinary gift of discernment.
The student would speak at length of his or her confusion, of an inability to formulate coherendy what he or she wanted to work on.
When the thoughts ran dry, McKeon could formulate what the student
had been struggling to express,and help him or her begin a productive
period of researchand writing. And, by no meansa minor virnre in a
teacher,he was alwaysavailable,reading papersand dissertation chapters thoroughly and prompdy.
But finally, the educator who was a major participant in inaugurating, with Robert Maynard Hutchins, a college curriculum that was a
unique achievement in American education, the teacher who never
failed his students aslong asthey sought to do the best that they could
do, the citizen who used his great leaming to servehis country and an
ideal of cultural exchange-Richard McKeon was, above all, a scholar
and philosopher.
He was a classicalscholar whose introductions to Aristode and essayson ancient Greek philosophy eamed him a lifetime reputation as
an "Aristotelian," which he was not. FIe was a medievalistwhose essay
in that field are landmark contributions. His doctoral dissertation on
Spinozaremainsan important study in seventeenth-centuryphilosophy
six decadesafter its publication.
As impressive as his scholarship was, however, his contribution to
philosophy in the twentieth century was even more significant. The
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two, indeed, are inextricably linked. McKeon's intellectual range and
interestswere remarkably extensive,and they remained so throughout
a long and productive life. He wrote important essaysin aestheti
theory and literary criticism; he was a scholarof classicalantiquity; and
his seminal essay,"Rhetoric in the Middle Ag..i'inaugurated the serious study of medieval and Renaissancerhetoric that has blossomedin
the secondhalf of the trventieth cennrry.InI976J7
the University of
Chicago Presspublished his and Blanche Boyer's definitive edition of
rheSicaNon of PeterAbelard. He studied Indian philosophy, and with
N. A. Nikarn edited The Ed.im of ,4soha,first publishcd in Bombay in
1962.
McKeon took very seriouslythe philosophershe studied, seekingto
understand them on their own tenns. The profound knowledge of the
scholar combined with the reflections of the philosopher led him to
propose philosophic pluralism as the only philosophical stance that
made senseof the history of philosophy, and the conflicts among cultures and ideas.McKeon argued that controversial opposition among
philosophers is a firnction of a complex set of variables, and it is so
whether the thinkers are contemporariesor worlds or agesapaft. He
constructed a semantic schematismfor analyzing systeinsof thought
with great precision. Language is finite and consequendyambiguous,
and this schematismmade it possible to appreciatethe philosophy of
the past without taking sides.One can appreciateand enjoy Plato and
Aristode, Hume and Kant, and one needn't be a Platonist or an Aristotelian, a Humean or a Kantianl instead, one can learn what philosophers have to teach, and try to "do" philosophy, to solve genuine philosophic problems. On a theoretic level, the decision to decline
adherenceto any dogma was central to McKeon's thought; he went
further in declining to produce any dogma of his own. His commitment to pluralism wasnot exclusivelytheoretical, however.He wasconvinced that the mechanismsof controversial opposition as they operated in professionalphilosophy were equally presentin practical lifein political and social life, national and intemational. But the .consequences were more than theoretical. The variables that determine
meaning in philosophy are ubiquitous. In every argument in which
facts are alleged and structured coherendy, in which conclusions are
reached,there is embedded an orientation to reality, principles of organization, and a characteristicmethod of argument. Becauseof this,
whereasit is possiblein practical life for personsto sharea goal, sometimes they do so for totally different reasons.Unlessthey are willing to
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acceptthat to have disagreements"in principle" is quite reasonableas
long as they agrce on the goal to be reached-unless, in fact, they acknowledge the legitimary of pluralism-th.y will be endlesslyembatded and/or paralped with respectto cooperating to produce desirable
social or political action.
McKeon's semanticschematismfacilitates the intelpretation of texts
and the exchangeof ideas in discussion,to be sure. But in itself it is
more than that; it is the affrmation of a universe so multifaceted that
no one philosophy can encompassits complex variety, including the
schematismwhich illuminates it. Great philosophiesare neverobsolete,
nor are the philosophies that seemto refute them. The history of ideas
is an ongoing conversation,productively ambiguous.
Philosophic pluralism was by no means a popular position in McKeon's last years.]ust as philosophies may be seenas doctrinaire and
*relativdogmatic, pluralism is vulnerable to the chargethat it is simply
ism." McKeon's patience and good humor seldom failed the task of
explaining that to claim that truth shows itself in many guises,and that
"reality" is many rather than one, is not to claim that any intellectual
constmct or statementis astrue asany other. The many argumentsand
statementsof principle and allegationsof facts in a many-sidedworld
can be held to the canonsof rational argument. However, to judge an
idea wanting solely becauseit stemsfrom premisesalien to our own is
to deny ourselvesthe firll richnessof availablethought.
The presentvolume begins with an essayin intellecnrd autobiography, "Spiritual Autobiography," in which the philosopher reflects on
his thought in a narrative mode. The next two papers,'?hilosophy and
History in the Development of Human Rights' and "The Development and the Significance of thc Cnncept of Responsibility' both
explore the principles of rights and responsibility, and the fourth,
"C.ommunication, T?uth, and Society," deals with the way in which
communication of what is perceivedas truth is related to the community communication makes. "Dialogue and Controversy in Philosophyo discussesthose two modes of philosophizing. The sixth essay
'TIas History a Directionf" presentsMcKeon's essayhis oral treatrnent
of the topic at a meeting, and his responsesto queries,objections, and
discussion of the essayand the speech.It is especiallyinteresting in
showing how McKeon tried to uansform controversial opposition so
that discussion could replace it, and how he countered objections to
pluralism.
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"Freedom and History," the title essaydiscussesthe conceptsoffreedom and history their interrelation over time, and how that interrelation dependson the semanticorientations of philosophers and histori
ans.First publishedas a monograph in 1952, "Freedom and History'
has been out of print for sometime.
"Philosophic Semanticsand Philosophic Inquiry," the last essay,is
published here for the first time. McKeon delivered this paper at the
Illinois Philosophy Conferencemeeting at Carbondale, Illinois, on 26
February 1966, and in it he presentsin detail the semanticschematism
in terms of which his explorations of the history of philosophy were
conducted.McKeon's semanticschematismdoesnot explain awayphilosophiesand philosophers; rather, it enablesus to interpret texts such
that they can speakto us direcdy and relevandy,whatever their origins
in tine or in culture. Finally, the semanticschematism,in bringing philosophiesto life, is more than an intellectual tool; it is simultaneously
an embodiment and an affirmation of the pluralism of reality and tmth
and the timelessnessof philosophic inquiry and philosophic thought.
When Richard McKeon died on 3l March 1985, he left behind a
rich intellecnral legacy.Plans are now well underway for publishing the
collected works in severalvolumesl the present introduction to McKeon's work beganto take shapewhen Morris Philipson suggestedthat
Freedomattd,Histmy ought to be reinuoduced in companywith appropriate selectedessays.
A group of Richard McKeon's students met to discussthe project,
and their advice and support have been invaluablc. I would like to
thank Howard Ruttenberg for his labor of love, the introduction to
this volume of essays,and to acknowledgehere, too, the good ofices
of Michael F. Buckley and King Dykeman in planning the volume. Sue
Salm provided a superb archivisdsbibliography of the collectedworks,
and Thomas Stark read and reread the introduction, as did Douglas
Mitchell, who has beenavailablefor discussionwheneverI neededhim.
Finally, I am especiallygratefirl to William Swenson,who came to
Chicago severaltimes during the preparation of this manuscript offering technical help and editorial advice. To all of the aforementioned
my thanks for making my own labor of love a litde lesslonely.
15 October 1988

ZahavaK. McKeon
Chicago, Illinois

